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17 ABSTRACT

18 Ureilite meteorites contain regions of localized olivine reduction to Fe metal widely accepted 
19 to have formed by redox reactions involving oxidation of graphite; a process known as 
20 secondary smelting. However, the possibility that other reductants might be responsible for this 
21 process has largely been ignored. Here, seventeen ureilite samples are investigated to assess 
22 whether, instead of smelting involving only solid reactants, a CHOS gas/fluid could have 
23 caused much of the smelting. Features consistent with gas- or supercritical fluid-driven 
24 reduction were found to be abundant in all ureilites, such as fracture-focused smelting, plume-
25 like reaction fronts and addition of sulfur. Many of these are developed away from graphite. In 
26 some ureilites, it is clear that the redox process coincided with annealing, and we suggest that 
27 this was caused by enhanced diffusion facilitated by a higher density gas or fluid, rather than 
28 slow cooling, which requires elevated pressure. The C-CO and CH4-C-H2O buffers were 
29 modelled to examine their relative potential to drive reduction. This modelling showed that a 
30 CH4-rich fluid is able to produce the observed mineral compositions at elevated pressures. This 
31 result, coupled with the observed textures, is used to develop a likely series of reactions. We 
32 suggest that at higher pressures a H2-CH4-H2S-S2-bearing fluid-like phase, and at lower 
33 pressures an equivalent gas, was able to infiltrate grain boundaries and fine fractures. 
34 Sulfidation to form troilite may have acted to maintain highly reduced gas/fluid conditions. 
35 The presence of hydrocarbons in ureilites supports a role for reduction driven by CHOS 
36 gas/fluid. 
37
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38 INTRODUCTION

39

40 Ureilites are carbon-rich primitive achondrite meteorites consisting primarily of olivine, 

41 pigeonite, and in some samples, orthopyroxene and/or augite (Berkley et al., 1980; Mittlefehldt 

42 et al., 1998; Warren and Huber, 2006; Zolensky et al., 2010; Goodrich et al., 2015). Most 

43 ureilites are the residues of ~15-22% fractional melt extraction from a chondritic protolith in 

44 the mantle of the ureilite parent body (UPB), which reached up to 1280C (cf. Singletary and 

45 Grove, 2003; Goodrich et al., 2007; Warren, 2011; Collinet and Grove, 2020). 

46

47 Unlike all other achondrites, ureilites have distinct 17O heterogeneity (e.g., Franchi et al., 

48 2001). On this basis, it has been suggested that ureilites formed from a carbonaceous chondrite 

49 precursor (Rubin, 1988; Kita et al., 2004). However, the heavy stable isotope signature of 

50 ureilites is distinct from the carbonaceous chondrites and is consistent with an asteroid that 

51 likely formed in the inner solar system (e.g., Scott et al., 2018). Based on the large variations 

52 in oxygen and carbon isotopes, and their correlation with olivine FeO and Fe/Mn, it has been 

53 suggested that the UPB accreted from two isotopically and geochemically distinct parent 

54 bodies (Barrat et al., 2017). A similar mixing model suggests that prior to silicate melting, FeNi 

55 metal was variably oxidised to FeO through reaction with heterogeneous amounts of H2O, 

56 which had different 17O to the silicates (Sanders et al., 2017). Recent work investigating the 

57 noble gas variations in ureilites as a function of 17O and 13C also suggested that the two-

58 component mixing model is likely (Broadley et al., 2020). 

59

60 The unique texture that distinguishes ureilites from other achondrites consists of primary 

61 olivine crystals (Fo74-97; Goodrich et al., 2015) with extremely FeO-depleted rims (commonly 

62 ~Fo99) containing numerous small metallic Fe particles adjacent to graphite–diamond mixtures, 
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63 which form grain boundary networks (Warren and Rubin, 2010). These reduced rims indicate 

64 that a secondary redox process was active at high temperatures after melt extraction had taken 

65 place (Berkley et al., 1980; Walker and Grove, 1993). The current explanation for this texture 

66 is a solid-state redox reaction between olivine and graphite, producing CO gas through the 

67 following reactions (Warren and Huber, 2006):

68

69 C0 + FeMgSiO4 = MgSiO3 + Fe0 + CO [1]

70

71 2C0 + 2FeMgSiO4 = Mg2SiO4 + SiO2 + 2Fe0 + 2CO [2]

72

73 This process is commonly referred to as secondary smelting. The production of gas means that 

74 these reactions are highly sensitive to pressure changes, proceeding at progressively lower 

75 temperatures as pressure drops. Even at very high temperatures, they can only proceed at low 

76 pressure; estimates range from ~5-30 bar for FeO-rich ureilites to ~50-140 bar for FeO-poor 

77 ureilites (Goodrich et al., 1987; Warren and Kallemeyn, 1992; Walker and Grove, 1993; Sinha 

78 et al., 1997; Singletary and Grove, 2003; Collinet and Grove, 2020). To explain how very high 

79 temperatures and low pressures led to this late smelting, it has been suggested that an impact 

80 disrupted the UPB, leaving hot mantle fragments at lower pressure, thereby promoting smelting 

81 (Warren and Huber, 2006). In this model, rapid cooling also allows preservation of the smelting 

82 textures (which are not preserved in all ureilites). Given the temperature of the Type 3-4 

83 transition in chondrites (the transition to Fe-Mg diffusion in olivine), this cooling needs to 

84 reach temperatures below ~600C rapidly to preserve the subtle Fe-Mg zoning in olivine seen 

85 in some ureilites. The presence of uninverted pigeonite also requires rapid cooling (e.g., 

86 Goodrich et al., 2015) in those ureilites that do not preserve subtle olivine zoning to below the 
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87 blocking temperature of Ca-Fe-Mg diffusion in pigeonite, which is on the order of 900C 

88 (Tomkins et al., 2020). 

89

90 In this paper, we investigate an alternative hypothesis to smelting involving solid reactants, 

91 whereby a reduced CHOS fluid drove much of the secondary smelting seen in ureilites and 

92 proceeded at a variety of pressures controlled by fragment size. This hypothesis is evaluated 

93 by examination of ureilite textures, combined with calculations evaluating the effects of 

94 decompression on the system, and the pressure-temperature conditions required for methane-

95 driven smelting compared with graphite-driven smelting.

96

97

98 METHODS

99

100 Seventeen ureilite samples (Table 1) were examined via optical petrography, scanning electron 

101 microscope (SEM) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and mapping. Optical 

102 microscopy was used to characterize the primary mineral relationships. Regions of interest 

103 were mapped using JEOL 8500F and JEOL 8530F-CL HyperProbes at CSIRO Microprobe 

104 Laboratory in Melbourne. Wavelength and energy dispersive spectrometry were acquired in 

105 parallel with spectral cathodoluminescence (CL) using a grating spectrometer (MacRae et al., 

106 2013).  Extraction of elemental maps, CL maps and the extraction of X-ray and CL spectra 

107 were performed using inhouse software Chimage (Torpy et al., 2020). Microanalysis of silicate 

108 glass was performed with a 12 kV accelerating voltage, 15 nA beam current, and spot size was 

109 at least 1 µm to minimise migration under the electron beam. Because of the limitations of 

110 beam interaction volume, we could only analyse the largest areas of glass, which occur in grain 

111 boundary veinlets. Elements analysed were Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, Fe and Cr, with oxygen 
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112 calculated by stichometry. A full PRZ matrix correction implemented in STRATAGem was 

113 performed. Standards used were wollastonite (CaSiO3), magalox (MgAl2O4), albite 

114 (NaAlSi3O8), adularia (KAlSi3O8), hematite (Fe2O3) and eskolaite (Cr2O3). Na, Mg, Al, Si peak 

115 counting times were 10 s, and Ca, K, Fe and Cr had peak counting times of 20 s. Detection 

116 limits were between 150-300 ppm and measured concentrations were at least an order of 

117 magnitude above. Back scattered electron (BSE) images were also obtained. Additional BSE 

118 and X-ray element mapping were conducted at Plymouth Electron Microscopy Centre, 

119 University of Plymouth, using a JEOL 7001F Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped 

120 with an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm2 energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detector. 

121 SEM-EDS data were acquired and processed using Oxford Instruments AZtec software.

122

123 Chemical equilibrium modelling was conducted to evaluate the relative positions of the C-CO, 

124 CH4-C and olivine-orthopyroxene-iron (OPI) buffers, using the compositions of olivine and 

125 pyroxene found in ureilites. This approach is important because fO2 varies considerably as a 

126 function of the fayalite and ferrosilite content of olivine and pyroxene respectively. The 

127 positions of the buffers, for fixed values of input compositional variables, where necessary, 

128 were calculated using THERMOCALC tc340i with the tcds55S dataset (Holland and Powell, 2011) 

129 in mode 0.  Mode 0 calculations determine the chemical potentials of the end-members used in 

130 the calculations at the pressures and temperatures of interest. These were used to calculate the 

131 equilibrium constant of the chosen reactions, and from this, the value of the oxygen activity. 

132 So for example, for the general reaction:

133

134 na a + nb b = nc c + nO O2 [3]

135
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136 where na, nb, nc and nO are stoichiometric coefficients for the end-members a, b, c and O2 

137 respectively, the oxygen activity can be calculated from the expression:

138

139 Log [O2] = 1/nO (na Log[a] + nb Log[b] – nc Log[c] – (ΔGθ/2.303 RT)). [4]

140

141 Square brackets indicate the activity of the end-member, ΔGθ is the standard state Gibbs free 

142 energy change for the reaction at the pressure and temperature of interest, R is the universal 

143 gas constant, and T is the temperature. Oxygen activities are calculated relative to a standard 

144 state of the pure gas at 1 bar, so the activity is equal to the fugacity. Activities of the iron end-

145 members of the silicate phases and for the fluid end-members were calculated assuming ideal 

146 activity-composition relationships. Mixing in olivine and orthopyroxene is not ideal, but the 

147 uncertainties introduced by the assumption are only a fraction of a log unit, so this approach is 

148 considered adequate. Activities of iron, wustite and graphite were assumed to be one. 

149 Calculations were made for CH4 activities of 0.8, 0.95 and 0.999, and for the C-CO buffer 

150 assuming that the fluid was dominated by CO (i.e., a hydrogen-free system). These curves were 

151 then plotted against the olivine-pyroxene-iron buffer using a representative range of fayalite 

152 and ferrosilite values for natural ureilites. The calculations were conducted at two pressures, 

153 100 and 1000 bar. The pressure of 100 bar equates to a depth of ~29 km in a 200 km diameter 

154 body, the minimum size of the UPB (Goodrich et al., 2007), whereas 1000 bar equates to a 

155 depth of 109 km in a 534 km diameter body (see discussion on UPB size below). Methane is a 

156 supercritical fluid above about 30 bar.

157

158 Calculations were also performed using the software D-Compress (Burgisser et al., 2015) to 

159 examine the effect of decompression on gas/fluid coexisting with silicate melt. The intention 

160 here was to start with a system under modest pressure (P) at high temperature (T) consistent 
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161 with the deep mantle of a 534 km UPB (10% is at P > 1000 bar), then decompress to examine: 

162 (1) partitioning between melt and gas in a system in equilibrium with excess FeS and  C, and 

163 (2) the effects of decompression on adiabatic cooling. The starting P and T were 1000 bar and 

164 1280C at ƒO2 of NNO -3 (1 log unit above the Fe-FeO buffer, appropriate for the most 

165 oxidised ureilites; Goodrich et al., 2013a) for the adiabatic decompression calculations. 

166 Starting T was 1280C for the gas partitioning calculations, examining several pressures, and 

167 changing ƒH2O/ƒCO2 from 0.25 to 0.001, using the basaltic bulk composition for the silicate 

168 melt provided by D-Compress. The results were briefly compared with those for the rhyolitic 

169 bulk composition provided. The bulk compositions of silicate glasses in ureilites tend to 

170 approximately vary between these end-members (see below).

171

172

173 RESULTS

174

175 Petrography

176 Most of the 17 ureilites examined in this study (with olivine in the range Fa11.4-Fa23.8) have 

177 typical equilibrated metamorphic textures with 120º triple junctions between large olivine and 

178 pyroxene crystals (all are hot desert finds; one from the Nullarbor in Australia, and the 

179 remainder from northwest Africa; Table 1). Three samples (NWA 4225, NWA 11893, NWA 

180 11900) have a network of large poikiloblastic pyroxene grains with sub-spherical olivine 

181 chadacrysts; textures that indicate equilibrium crystallization of the pyroxene from silicate melt. 

182 Of these, NWA 11900 is augite-bearing, whereas the other two are not. In addition, NWA 

183 11754 is augite- and chromite-bearing, but does not have these poikiloblastic textures, and is 

184 likely an igneous cumulate (Collinet and Grove, 2020). Three ureilites have strong silicate 

185 mineral elongation with aspect ratios as high as 15:1 (long axis/short axis; Table 1), six have 
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186 moderate mineral elongation, and another six have weak to absent mineral elongation, although 

187 it is noted that the cutting orientation affects recognition of this texture. These features 

188 represent the primary ureilite texture that equilibrated at peak temperature and pressure (e.g., 

189 Goodrich et al., 2015).

190

191 As in numerous previous studies (good overview in Warren and Huber, 2006), we found well-

192 developed smelted regions at graphite-olivine interfaces in all coarse-grained ureilites, 

193 recognised by the presence of numerous small metal grains embedded in 50-100 µm wide FeO-

194 depleted domains at the margins of coarse olivine grains (Figs. 1, 2). However, many examples 

195 are seen where graphite lacks or has minimal adjacent smelting of olivine, despite widespread 

196 smelting in close proximity (Fig. 1D), and smelting also typically occurs well away from 

197 graphite/diamond (Table 1), on fractures and along grain boundaries.

198

199 In most samples, olivine smelting ranges from subtle (NWA 7630) to strong (NWA 4225), and 

200 in a few ureilites pyroxene grains are also affected. Preferential smelting of pyroxene coupled 

201 with strong annealing of olivine, as described by Warren and Rubin (2010), was observed in 

202 NWA 11755. We also examined two fine-grained ureilites (NWA 5996 and NWA 7983), 

203 which are typically characterized by strongly reduced and highly porous olivine and pyroxene 

204 (as indicated by low FeO; e.g., Horstmann and Bischoff, 2014).

205

206 Fracture-associated smelting (Figs. 1, 2; see also Rubin, 2006) is widespread in the coarse-

207 grained ureilites that we examined. This texture has the same mineralogical relationships as 

208 grain boundary smelting, although typically lacking graphite/diamond, and the smelted 

209 domains around fractures may be narrower. Typically, these fracture-associated domains are 

210 connected to smelted grain boundary regions (Figs. 1B, 2A). Some fractures in olivine have 
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211 Fe-depleted margins lacking metal or troilite, and contain a linear set of metal and/or troilite 

212 grains only within the fracture (Fig. 2A). In some areas, minor fractures with associated Fe 

213 depletion propagate from a larger fracture (Fig. 1A). These narrow fractures also contain very 

214 small metal particles. Some olivine grains also have parallel sets of smelted fractures (Fig. 1C). 

215 In some samples, graphite-associated smelting is strongly subordinate to fracture-associated 

216 smelting. In general, the intensity of smelting is hierarchical: the smallest fractures have the 

217 narrowest smelted margins, larger fractures have wider margins, and these intersect with 

218 complex domains containing the most intense smelting (Figs. 1A-C, 2A).

219

220 Smelting is common adjacent to troilite-metal veins, well away from graphite/diamond (Figs. 

221 1D, 2D). In most ureilites, these coarse metal-troilite veins occur along grain boundaries 

222 (Goodrich et al., 2013b), commonly enveloped in small amounts of silicate melt (defined by 

223 Si-rich glass, fine euhedral pyroxene crystals, quartz; Goodrich, 1992). 

224

225 Element maps of smelted domains reveal significant heterogeneity in texture and mineral 

226 association between samples. Within smelted domains, Fe-depleted olivine is predominant 

227 (e.g., NWA 2705), and in others forsterite coexists with fine-grained enstatite (e.g., NWA 

228 3140). Some, particularly NWA 4471, contain numerous small Si-rich silicate melt patches 

229 within smelted domains (Fig. 3A), many of which contain a spherical metal-troilite particle 

230 indicating an immiscible melt system. Well-rounded voids occur both along grain boundaries 

231 and within individual crystals (Fig. 3). There is a clear association between smelting and 

232 production of more Si-rich phases (Fig. 3B, E), which can be enstatite, quartz or aluminous 

233 silicate glass. Microprobe analyses of the glass in NWA 4471 show a clear trend of SiO2 

234 addition (Fig. 4). Fine silicate glass veinlets (a few microns width) with Fe-depleted margins 

235 transect pyroxenes in several ureilites (Fig. 3C), and these typically contain tiny spherical 
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236 metal-troilite melt droplets or metal/troilite veins and voids. Other fine glass-bearing veinlets 

237 sit along grain boundaries in many ureilites (Goodrich, 1992; Rosen et al., 2019; Tomkins et 

238 al., 2020) and contain euhedral microcrystals of ortho- and clinopyroxene and globular 

239 metal/troilite indicating immiscible metal-sulfide melt (Fig. 3D).

240

241 Troilite grains occur amongst the small metal particles within smelted margins in both grain 

242 boundary and fracture-based smelting in most ureilites (Fig. 2; Table 1). In several ureilites, 

243 troilite is more abundant than Fe metal in smelted domains. NWA 3156 is unusual in that it 

244 contains highly abundant fine-grained troilite throughout FeO-poor olivine grains, and in this 

245 sample there is no smelting-generated fine-grained metal (Fig. 2D).

246

247 In some ureilites, smelted margins have enhanced porosity in the form of many small voids 

248 interspersed with metallic particles within the smelted olivine domains (Figs. 2D, 5). NWA 

249 7630 has extensive porosity associated with smelting (Fig. 5A), whereas others has less intense 

250 but still well-developed porosity (Figs. 2D, 5B), and some have glass or SiO2-filled porosity 

251 (Figs. 5A). In NWA 11755, all pyroxenes contain abundant large pores (Fig. 5C; see equivalent 

252 in Warren and Rubin, 2010), and all smelted domains are highly porous. Fine-grained ureilites 

253 are also highly porous, and equivalent ureilites have been described previously (e.g., Herrin et 

254 al., 2010; Zolensky et al., 2010; Horstmann and Bischoff, 2014). 

255

256 Some of ureilites have smelted margins with delicate plume-like structures (Fig. 1A-C), 

257 whereas several ureilites show a strong association between smelting and annealing (Fig. 6; 

258 see additional examples in Rubin, 2006; Warren and Rubin, 2010). NWA 2705 appears to 

259 contain at least two generations of smelting (Fig. 6). The first is associated with irregular 

260 patches containing higher abundance of graphite + elongated diamond, and is distinctive for its 
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261 closely spatially-tied coarse annealing of shock-twinned olivine with granular polygonal (i.e., 

262 well-equilibrated) sub-grains up to 70 m across and metal + troilite between the sub-grains. 

263 The second has delicate plumose and more sulfur-rich smelting textures along metal-troilite-

264 graphite veins with no associated annealing. The metal–troilite particles in the first smelted-

265 annealed domain are distinctly coarser than in the second domain (Fig. 6B). 

266

267 The olivine grains in NWA 5996 and NWA 7983 are entirely annealed. In these, the texture is 

268 akin to that described for the fine-grained porous ureilites of Almahatta Sitta (Fig. 6E; compare 

269 with figure 7 in Horstmann and Bischoff, 2014), which have typically been pervasively reduced 

270 (Zolensky et al., 2010; Herrin et al., 2010). We refer to fine-grained texture as whole-sample 

271 annealing, because the outlines of large pre-existing olivine grains are clearly visible. 

272 Annealing must have occurred at high temperatures because pigeonite and evidence of silicate 

273 melting are found in the fine-grained assemblage (see also Warren and Rubin, 2010).

274

275 Under high T-P equilibrium conditions, graphite would be expected to sit along the silicate 

276 grain boundaries, either as individual crystals or as isolated inclusions in the olivine and 

277 pyroxene, and this equilibrium texture is seen in some ureilites (e.g., Fig. 7A). In contrast, a 

278 significant proportion of the graphite + diamond in most samples sits in semi-continuous and 

279 sometimes highly irregular veins and vein-networks that cut across the silicate minerals (Fig. 

280 7B-C), indicating that extensive carbon migration occurred in many ureilites (see also Day et 

281 al., 2017; Rai et al., 2020). Careful observation of most coarse-grained ureilites reveals that 

282 varying proportions of the carbon (0-100%) sits in similarly transgressive settings (Table 1; 

283 Figs. 2A and B, 6), and at a larger scale, the abundance of carbon varies significantly across 

284 thin sections (notably NWA 11754) and between samples. 

285
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286 Table 1 has been arranged in order of increasing fayalite content to allow examination of 

287 whether there is any correlation between primary olivine composition and the various features 

288 noted. Our observations were unable to detect any relationships between olivine Fa content and 

289 extent of smelting, extent or proportion of sulfidation, proportion of transgressive carbon 

290 veining, or presence or absence of annealing.

291

292

293 Redox modelling

294

295 Figure 8 shows the results of the redox modelling. Because the FeO concentration in olivine 

296 and pyroxene varies considerably in ureilites (Berkley et al., 1980; Goodrich et al., 2015), 

297 several models are presented to cover the range of compositions. Modelling in the C-O-H 

298 system shows that the CH4-C buffer occurs at significantly lower fO2 than the C-CO buffer. 

299 The reaction has been plotted for increasing X(H2O), from pure CH4 to 20 mol.% H2O, and 

300 shows that this reaction occurs at progressively more oxidised conditions as X(H2O) increases. 

301 Figure 8A, calculated at 100 bar pressure, shows that only the most oxidised olivine chemistries 

302 (the most FeO-rich) can be slightly reduced by the C-CO buffer at nearly 1300C. At this 

303 pressure, the extremely reduced olivine and orthopyroxene compositions found in smelted 

304 domains (the blue line labelled Fa1Fs3) cannot be formed by C-CO-driven reduction. In Figure 

305 8B, drawn at 1000 bar pressure, none of the olivine chemistries found in ureilites can be 

306 reduced by the C-CO buffer. In distinct contrast, a methane-dominated fluid can drive reduction 

307 of olivine to the observed FeO-depleted state even at modest temperature and 1000 bar. The 

308 positions of the C-CO and CH4-C buffers are significantly shifted to lower fO2 conditions at 

309 100 bar relative to the OPI buffer because gases are significantly affected by pressure, whereas 

310 solids are not.
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311

312

313 Decompression calculations

314

315 Figure 9 shows the results of the adiabatic decompression calculations. It can be seen that there 

316 is an exponential decrease in the temperature of the gas as pressure drops, with a very large 

317 decrease from 200 to 1 bar. The final temperature of the gas is modelled to be 218C at 1 bar 

318 (down from 1280C at 1000 bar) from isentropic cooling alone. The effect of this strong 

319 cooling on the temperature of the coexisting silicates is complex and has not been modelled, 

320 but it will be primarily a function of the proportion of gas/fluid to solid/melt (higher gas/fluid 

321 abundance = greater cooling effect), which is unconstrained and likely to be variable between 

322 samples. 

323

324 The gas partitioning calculations show that there are large exponential decreases in the 

325 solubility of all volatiles in the silicate melt with decompression (Supp. Data). At peak P-T 

326 conditions, there can be several percent volatiles dissolved in the silicate melt, and since the 

327 dissolved component is dominated by H2O, this is a strong function of ƒH2O/ƒCO2. Given the 

328 low ƒO2, H2S and S2 strongly predominate over SO2 in the gas phase at all P-T and ƒH2O/ƒCO2 

329 conditions and bulk compositions considered. Changing the bulk composition from basaltic to 

330 rhyolitic in D-Compress (i.e., simulating SiO2 addition to the melt; cf. Fig. 4) causes an increase 

331 in the H2O concentration in the silicate melt, and a decrease in the S concentration, with inverse 

332 changes to these in the coexisting gas. An important observation is that as ƒH2O/ƒCO2 

333 decreases at fixed P-T conditions and bulk composition, the concentrations of S2 + H2S in the 

334 gas phase increases (Fig. 10). Conversely, the concentrations of H2 + CH4 in the gas phase 

335 increase with increasing ƒH2O/ƒCO2 (the abundance of H2 far exceeds CH4 at all conditions 
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336 investigated). These relationships apply at high and low pressures, and so are maintained in a 

337 decompressing system. 

338

339

340 DISCUSSION

341

342 We do not dispute that the UPB was catastrophically disrupted at high temperature because 

343 nearly all ureilites contain uninverted pigeonite, including fine-grained ureilites, and therefore 

344 must have cooled rapidly from temperatures of 1200-1300C (Herrin et al., 2010; Mikouchi et 

345 al., 2010; Horstmann and Bischoff, 2014). Thus, graphite-driven smelting, which requires high 

346 temperature at very low pressures (e.g., Warren and Huber, 2006), is likely to have been 

347 ubiquitous, creating a system with widespread CO gas. However, we aim to show below that 

348 it was not the only reduction mechanism operating. In this discussion, we will focus on 

349 providing evidence that percolation of a more complex gas/fluid drove varying proportions of 

350 secondary smelting.

351

352

353 Pre-disruption conditions within the UPB

354

355 Olivine cores in ureilites contain 3 to 26 mol.% fayalite (Goodrich et al. 2004; Downes et al., 

356 2008; Goodrich et al., 2015), a larger range than any other equilibrated primitive meteorite 

357 group (Tomkins et al., 2020). The primary smelting model was an early explanation for this 

358 variation, whereby FeO was variably reduced to metal by oxidation of graphite to CO at low 

359 pressure during high temperature melting (Singletary and Grove 2003; Goodrich et al. 2004, 

360 2007; Wilson et al. 2008). However, the correlation between 13C and olivine FeO indicates 
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361 clearly that primary smelting did not occur (Barrat et al., 2017), and thus ureilites formed at > 

362 150 bar (cf. Collinet and Grove 2020). On this basis, our calculations suggest that the UPB 

363 diameter may have been > 534 km: at this size the uppermost mantle is at 150 bar and the 

364 pressure at the core-mantle boundary would be ~1200 bar (Supp. Data, which also contain an 

365 analysis for LL chondrites). This minimum diameter was calculated assuming 20% silicate 

366 melt extraction to the crust, and core size and composition equivalent to metal-troilite content 

367 of H chondrites (selected because Goodrich et al., 2013b suggested that the pre-metamorphic 

368 composition of ureilites was metal rich). The diameter would be > 620 km for 15% silicate 

369 melt extraction. Note that this is a conservative minimum estimate and thus the UPB was likely 

370 a dwarf planet, given that 525 km Vesta verges on being classed as such. The Sanders et al. 

371 (2017) hypothesis of isotopic mixing through pre-anatectic H2O-driven oxidation provides a 

372 plausible explanation for the FeO variation that would work within a larger body where 

373 smelting is inhibited (given the abundant carbon in ureilites, the initial UPB was likely volatile 

374 rich). 

375

376 As metamorphic temperature increased, silicate melting would have consumed some of the 

377 H2O budget, increasing with depth; basaltic melt at 1280C and 200 bar would dissolve 1.04 

378 wt% H2O, whereas at 1200 bar it would dissolve 3.07 wt% H2O (at high H2O/CO2). Given that 

379 the melt fraction may have been on the order of 20%, it is plausible that at shallow levels in the 

380 UPB mantle there was excess H2O at peak P-T conditions (e.g., 20% of 1.04 is 0.21 wt% H2O). 

381 Nonetheless, extraction of most of the silicate melt to the crust would be expected to remove 

382 much of the initial H2O budget. 

383

384 Some silicate melt appears to have been retained within the UPB mantle, as evidenced by the 

385 partially crystallized silicate glass encapsulating metal-troilite globules found along grain 
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386 boundaries (Fig. 3D) in most ureilites. Comparable grain-boundary veinlets in an augite-

387 bearing ureilite were interpreted by Rosen et al. (2019) as primary melts, and we concur with 

388 their suggestion that they occur in many ureilites (70% of our ureilite samples contain trace to 

389 minor proportions of these grain boundary veinlets). Smelting produces SiO2 (detail below), so 

390 cannot explain the relatively mafic compositions seen in these glass + crystal veins. They also 

391 cannot be the product of decompression melting after complete melt extraction because the 

392 glasses contain significant proportions of Al2O3, Na2O and minor K2O (Supp. Data), which are 

393 not sufficiently available from the residual silicates. Further evidence that some primary silicate 

394 melt remained is provided by the encapsulated elongate metal-troilite globules. Metal-sulfide 

395 melt has much higher density, much lower viscosity and lower solidus temperature than silicate 

396 melts. Combined, these factors mean that they are more efficiently segregated during core 

397 formation than silicate melts. However, because metal-sulfide melts do not wet residual 

398 silicates, whereas silicate melts do, the former tend to migrate along interconnected silicate 

399 melt pathways and then become trapped between residual silicates as the silicate melt fraction 

400 drops to a few percent, somewhat choking the melt network, promoting entrapment of silicate 

401 melt (Tomkins et al., 2020). Thus, partial retention of the metal-troilite melt assemblage along 

402 grain boundaries, and the co-existence of silicate melt in these sites, implies that primary 

403 silicate melt was partially retained. Because the wetting properties of silicate melt cause it to 

404 become thinly dispersed along grain boundaries and triple junctions, initial crystallization via 

405 overgrowth of existing silicates (Fig. 3D; Tait et al., 2014) obscures evidence of the melt 

406 network, so retention of primary melt would have been greater than is typically apparent from 

407 petrographic analysis. The low gravity environment also makes it unlikely that extraction was 

408 100% efficient.

409
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410 At peak P-T conditions immediately before impact disruption, a small proportion of CHOS 

411 fluid should have been dissolved in the retained primary silicate melt, more so at greater depths. 

412 Decompression would have caused this volatile component to be exsolved from the melt. 

413 Rounded voids suggestive of exsolved volatiles are common in the silicate glass veinlet 

414 networks (Figs. 3a, c). The observed large range of polyaromatic hydrocarbon phases 

415 coexisting with diamond and graphite in ureilites (e.g., Glavin et al., 2010; Le Guillou et al., 

416 2010), indicates that H was present after peak temperature in the ureilites.

417

418

419 Post-disruption gas/fluid-rock interaction within the UPB

420

421 The observations of this study clearly show that smelting in ureilites was not constrained to 

422 grain boundaries, but commonly also occurred on fractures away from grain-boundary graphite 

423 (Figs. 1-3). These fractures propagate well into olivine grains, commonly crosscutting them 

424 entirely, and imply that a gas- and/or fluid-borne phase was responsible for much of the 

425 smelting. If smelting were only caused by graphite oxidation in solid-state Reactions 1 and 2 

426 after disruptive impact, smelting should occur everywhere that olivine and graphite are in 

427 contact, not in localized domains. In contrast, because gas/fluid-induced smelting would be 

428 dependent on migration paths, the extent of smelting would vary as a function of gas/fluid flux 

429 and thus permeability, as observed in the hierarchical correlation between fracture size and 

430 smelting intensity (Figs. 1, 3F, 9). The textures imply a predominance of gas/fluid-associated 

431 smelting over graphite-associated smelting in many samples.

432

433 Further support for the notion of gas/fluid migration through ureilites is given by their 

434 unusually high noble gas contents compared to other achondrites (e.g., Rai et al., 2003). The 
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435 observed formation of troilite within the fracture-hosted smelting texture (Fig. 2) also requires 

436 addition of gas/fluid-borne sulfur to those sites; calculations indicate that S2 dominates over 

437 H2S at very low ƒH2O/ƒCO2, whereas H2S is predominant at modest ƒH2O/ƒCO2 (Fig. 10). The 

438 observation of carbon in some smelting-associated fractures cutting primary olivine (Figs. 2A, 

439 6A and C; Table 1) and pyroxene (Fig. 7B-D) imply that carbon was mobilized and precipitated 

440 after peak metamorphic equilibration. To explain this observation, the gas/fluid phase would 

441 also need to contain a carbon-bearing component, perhaps primarily CH4, and perhaps evolving 

442 to a large array of hydrocarbons during cooling. Thus, a C-H-O-S gas/fluid likely played a role 

443 in secondary smelting in most ureilites.

444

445 The plume-like textures typical of grain-boundary and fracture-hosted smelted regions (Fig. 1) 

446 are not characteristic of solid-state reactions, which rely on element diffusion through the 

447 olivine crystal structure and would generate even diffusion gradients at all graphite-olivine 

448 interfaces (Khawam and Flanagan, 2006). Putnis (2009) described numerous examples of 

449 mineral replacement textures produced by fluid-rock interaction – known as coupled 

450 dissolution-reprecipitation (CDR) – which is common in hydrothermal systems on Earth. A 

451 ubiquitous characteristic of fluid-mediated mineral replacement is the presence of fine porosity 

452 in the replacing phase, generated because the V of reaction is negative. This volume change 

453 enhances fluid penetration to the replacement front and allows exchange and removal of 

454 components at the reaction interface. Irregular replacement textures develop because reaction 

455 is enhanced at areas of irregularity in the crystal lattice. The observed plume-like smelting 

456 textures in the ureilites, with their distinct porosity (Fig. 5B) and the presence of fine-grained 

457 metal and troilite (Figs. 1, 2, 4), along with molar volumes decreasing from fayalite > forsterite 

458 >> enstatite >> quartz, are diagnostic of fluid- or gas-mediated CDR mineral replacement (cf. 
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459 Ahmad et al., 2014). Note also that the presence of porosity in this setting does not require or 

460 exclude the presence of gas.

461

462 The fact that even the smallest fractures, < 50 m in length, are bordered by reduced olivine 

463 (Fig. 1A) implies that the system maintained elevated gas/fluid pressure to drive the reactants 

464 into all available fractures and porosity (i.e., the system did not satisfy the thermodynamic 

465 definition of free expansion). This high gas/fluid pressure could be explained by gas/fluid 

466 production during smelting (as suggested previously; e.g., Warren and Rubin, 2010), and/or by 

467 expansion of the gas/fluid exsolving from silicate melt as pressure dropped upon UPB 

468 disruption. Regarding the latter, the gas/fluid evolution in the UPB system during impact 

469 disruption can be conceptualized as being broadly equivalent to the fluid > gas evolution in an 

470 erupting volcanic system on Earth; that is, starting with supercritical fluid at modest pressure 

471 in equilibrium with silicate melt + crystals then rapidly evolving to gas at low pressure.

472

473 In volcanic systems on Earth, fluid-gas expansion as magmas rise through the uppermost crust 

474 causes cooling on the order of several hundred kelvin (e.g., Shinohara et al., 2018). The 

475 considerable cooling that would be experienced by the gas phase during catastrophic 

476 decompression of the UPB (Figure 9) suggests that it may be capable of rapidly cooling the 

477 silicate assemblage below the blocking temperature of Ca-Fe-Mg diffusion in pigeonite, which 

478 is on the order of 900C (Tomkins et al., 2020). Given that smelting textures are widely 

479 distributed at very fine scale throughout all ureilites – some much more extensively than others 

480 – the gas phase would have been pervasively distributed, which would maximise the adiabatic 

481 cooling effect during decompression. It has previously been suggested that all UPB fragments 

482 sampled by meteorites were very small, based on the idea that extremely rapid cooling is 

483 achieved by radiative heat loss (e.g., <10 m diameter: Herrin et al., 2010). However, adiabatic 
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484 cooling may explain why rapid cooling is seen in all ureilites, whilst allowing for the existence 

485 of larger UPB fragments.

486

487 Several ureilites examined in this study are either fully annealed (NWA 5996, NWA 7983) or 

488 have domains of annealing associated with smelting (NWA 2705, NWA 4471, NWA 11755) 

489 (see also Rubin, 2006). Additionally, the fine-grained ureilites of the Almahatta Sitta fall (28.4% 

490 of the ureilitic samples) appear to be equivalent to NWA 5996 and NWA 7983 based on the 

491 descriptions in Zolensky et al. (2010), Warren and Rubin (2010) and Horstmann and Bischoff 

492 (2014), and thus also represent fully annealed ureilites. Warren and Rubin (2010) suggested 

493 that annealing implies that the affected meteorites remained hotter for longer than the ureilites 

494 that have delicate plumose smelting. However, if a supercritical fluid or a higher density gas 

495 was present at the earliest stages of decompression, this would tend to drive rapid annealing 

496 because fluids are highly effective at driving recrystallization through enhancing diffusion 

497 (Aradi et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). We infer that annealing was facilitated by gas/fluid 

498 infiltration associated with smelting, based on the vein-like carbon distribution (Fig. 6) and the 

499 observed intimate relationship between the distribution of smelting and annealing that transects 

500 the primary fabric. Smelting is interpreted to have occurred during annealing because the 

501 annealed domains have Fe-depleted olivine and metal grains decorating sub-grain boundaries 

502 (Fig. 6). The two-staged smelting in NWA 2705 (Fig. 6) implies an initial smelting and 

503 annealing process, perhaps involving a denser gas/fluid, and a later stage of delicate plumose 

504 smelting associated with a gas. For a supercritical fluid or dense gas phase to be present, the 

505 pressure inside some UPB fragments would need to be above or close to the critical pressure 

506 for the relevant gas mix. The higher pressures required by both slow cooling-associated 

507 annealing, and by denser gas/fluid-associated annealing, imply that the gas/fluid component 
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508 driving the annealing+smelting was more reduced than graphite (since Reactions 1 and 2 are 

509 inhibited by increased P). 

510

511

512 Gas/fluid-borne reductants

513

514 Given that a high proportion of ureilites contain transgressive veinlets and vein-network arrays 

515 of graphite + diamond, a mechanism is needed to explain the implied carbon mobilization. 

516 Methane is the stable hydrocarbon phase at the high P-T and reduced conditions of large 

517 asteroid and rocky planet mantles (cf. Lobanov et al., 2013). The silicate melt equilibration 

518 calculations indicate that H2 is expected to be an abundant gas species at modest ƒH2O/ƒCO2 

519 conditions (Fig. 10). Another possible source of H2 is the metal-sulfide melt, which has been 

520 experimentally shown to dissolve small quantities of H2 (Kubaschewski, 2013). As a strong 

521 reducing agent, H2 is expected to react with graphite, producing methane:

522

523 2H2 + C = CH4 [5]

524

525 It would also be effective at reducing olivine to Fe metal, and experiments have shown that Fe-

526 Ni metal catalyses methane formation in H2-CO2 mixtures (Reeves and Fiebig, 2020). It is 

527 therefore proposed that the gas/fluid that caused this smelting was methane- and H2-bearing. 

528 Methane and H2 could produce the observed smelting textures, the carbon vein arrays and the 

529 SiO2 production through a combination of the following reactions:

530

531 H2 + FeMgSiO4 = MgSiO3 + Fe + H2O [6]

532
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533 2H2 + 2FeMgSiO4 = Mg2SiO4 + SiO2 + 2Fe + 2H2O [7]

534

535 CH4 + 2FeMgSiO4 = 2MgSiO3 + 2Fe + C + 2H2O [8]

536

537 CH4 + 2FeMgSiO4 = Mg2SiO4 + SiO2 + 2Fe + C + 2H2O [9]

538

539 The sulfur addition that is widespread in smelted domains (Fig. 2) is explained by gas/fluid-

540 driven reactions: 

541

542 3S2 + 4FeMgSiO4 = 4MgSiO3 + 4FeS + 2SO2 [10]

543

544 3S2 + 4FeMgSiO4 = 2Mg2SiO4 + 2SiO2 + 4FeS + 2SO2 [11]

545

546 H2S + FeMgSiO4 = MgSiO3 + FeS + H2O [12]

547

548 2H2S + 2FeMgSiO4 = Mg2SiO4 +  SiO2 + 2FeS + 2H2O [13]

549

550 The H2S and S2 for these reactions would result from the breakdown of FeS to Fe that occurs 

551 at high temperatures (e.g., Tomkins, 2009), with H2S formation promoted by decompression 

552 as H2O exsolves from the silicate melt, increasing H2O/CO2 (Fig. 10). Excess S2 and H2S 

553 migrating through low sulfur domains is expected to promote sulfidation of metal, and thereby 

554 melting of metal+troilite, for example:

555

556 S2 + 2Fe = 2FeS  >   Fe + FeS = melt (at T > 988C) [14]

557
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558 H2S + Fe = FeS + H2  >   Fe + FeS = melt (at T > 988C) [15]

559

560 2H2S + 2Fe + C = 2FeS + CH4  >   Fe + FeS = melt (at T > 988C) [16]

561

562 Because carbon is a product of some of the above reactions, they offer a more satisfactory 

563 explanation for the observed carbon veins (Fig. 7; Table 1), and the intermixing of FeS amongst 

564 this vein graphite, than the carbon-consuming Reactions 1 and 2. Reactions can also be written 

565 for gas phases like carbonyl sulfide (OCS) and carbon disulfide (CS2) and these are expected 

566 to be minor components of a gas/fluid system that would have varied significantly in its 

567 proportion of components as it cooled, for example:

568

569 Fe + CS2 = FeS + C [17]

570

571 The relative prevelance of the carbon-producing reactions would depend on the X(H2O) of the 

572 gas/fluid driving the reaction, and on the temperature of the system. The observations that the 

573 smelted silicate product consists primarily of forsterite, and Si-rich melt is present in many 

574 examples, implies that Reactions 7, 9, 11 and 13 may be dominant, although orthopyroxene 

575 was produced (i.e., Reactions 6, 8, 10 and 12) in some instances. Textures like those in Figure 

576 3C-E, involving reduction of pyroxene, are best explained by reactions like:

577

578 H2 + FeMgSi2O6 = MgSiO3 + SiO2 + Fe + H2O [18]

579

580 CH4 + 2FeMgSi2O6 = 2MgSiO3 + 2SiO2 + 2Fe + C + 2H2O [19]

581

582 3S2 + 4FeMgSi2O6 = 4MgSiO3 + 4SiO2 + 4FeS + 2SO2 [20]
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583

584 H2S + FeMgSi2O6 = MgSiO3 + SiO2 + FeS + H2O [21]

585

586 The compositions of the silicate melt present in most ureilites imply that a small amount of 

587 melt was present at peak P-T conditions: they are relatively rich in Na, which is not available 

588 in sufficient quantities from the pyroxene or olivine. Additional melt (e.g., Fig. 3A) was likely 

589 generated through co-production of H2O and SiO2 upon decompresion and initiation of 

590 smelting, producing the SiO2 enrichment trend seen amongst the melt compositions (Fig. 4). 

591 This felsification of the silicate melt would tend to consume H2O and thereby somewhat buffer 

592 the coexisting fluid towards lower X(H2O). 

593

594 Figure 8 indicates that the olivine typically found in ureilites would be smelted by a CH4-rich 

595 fluid, at temperatures far lower than required for graphite-driven smelting, even at deep mantle 

596 pressures. At 100 bar, some graphite-driven smelting could only occur above 1290°C, but only 

597 involving the most oxidised ureilite olivine grains (Fig. 8A), and would produce olivine with 

598 much higher FeO content than those observed in smelted domains. These results are consistent 

599 with the consensus view that graphite-driven olivine reduction can only work when the UPB 

600 is disrupted into small fragments (e.g., Warren, 2012). In contrast, a low H2O, CH4-rich fluid 

601 (high proportions of H2S are allowable; see below) is capable of reaching the necessary 

602 conditions in all ureilite compositions at temperatures as low as 800°C at 1000 bar, and as low 

603 as 700°C at 100 bar. The H2O-producing reactions would tend to buffer X(H2O) to the limit of 

604 that needed for smelting. However, by creating a more reduced assemblage along the margins 

605 of the gas/fluid pathway, the system would progressively evolve a permeable network 

606 chanellized by non-reactive smelted margins that cannot buffer X(H2O), along which reduced 

607 gas/fluid could migrate into unreacted rock.
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608

609 The porosity created by the smelting process, and by the large volume expansion in the 

610 decompressing gas/fluid, would drive continued smelting along the gas/fluid network, 

611 particularly in areas of high fracture density. The volume of rock affected by this process would 

612 then be limited by the availability of H2, CH4, S2 and H2S, and eventually by temperature. In 

613 this scenario, high fluid flux domains would be more intensely affected by smelting than low 

614 flux regions. This relationship is common in the ureilites examined. Within individual samples 

615 there are some domains where there are broad regions of intense smelting, and narrow regions 

616 of mild smelting, and this commonly scales proportionally with the size of the fractures and 

617 grain boundary length (i.e., smaller microfractures tend to have thinner smelted domains; Figs. 

618 1, 2). Comparisons between ureilites also show that some are significantly more affected by 

619 smelting than others. 

620

621 In addition, the X(H2) and X(CH4) of the fluid can also be buffered by iron sulfide formation 

622 in smelted domains, through Reactions 15 and 16 (reacting with the small metal particles in 

623 smelting domains). Because these reactions increase X(H2) and X(CH4), they maintain the 

624 reduced state of the fluid and thus enhance the smelting process in situ. Thus, there would be 

625 a positive feedback effect when H2S is an important fluid species together with CH4; the 

626 reduction of olivine frees iron to react with the H2S and catalyse conversion of C to CH4. 

627 Consequently, Reactions 6-21 would be coupled, and this is consistent with the observed 

628 troilite in the smelted domains of all ureilites (Table 1), exemplified in Figures 1 and 2. Thus, 

629 the ideal gas/fluid for widespread fracture-associated smelting consists of H2 + CH4, a 

630 significant proportion of S2 + H2S, and low H2O, although H2O can be removed by felsification 

631 of the silicate melt, and/or reaction with carbon during cooling to form the hydrocarbons 

632 reported in ureilites (e.g., Glavin et al., 2010; Le Guillou et al., 2010). 
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633

634 The positive correlation between (H2+CH4)/(H2S+S2) and ƒH2O/ƒCO2 in the decompression 

635 modelling (Fig. 10), implies that high FeNi metal/troilite ratios in some smelted domains 

636 indicates higher ƒH2O/ƒCO2 (and H2 and CH4) in those parts of the decompressing system. 

637 And, abundant troilite in other domains implies low ƒH2O/ƒCO2 and high H2S and S2 there. 

638 Given that ureilites contain considerable variation in relative abundance of smelting-associated 

639 Fe metal and troilite, as well as large variability in smelting intensity and carbon vein-network 

640 overprinting, the abundance and composition of gas/fluid must have been very heterogeneous 

641 within the UPB as it decompressed. 

642

643

644 CONCLUSIONS

645

646 The presence of fracture-hosted smelted domains within olivine and pyroxene, the abundant 

647 troilite and porosity amongst metal in these domains, and widespread plume-like reaction fronts, 

648 indicate that some form of highly reduced gas or fluid moved through the ureilite parent body 

649 and drove a considerable proportion of secondary smelting, in some samples the dominant 

650 majority. The extent of smelting varied as a function of gas/fluid flux, such that micro-domains 

651 of greatest flux were the most extensively smelted. The most effective way to generate 

652 widespread smelting is through migration of gas/fluid with abundant H2, CH4, S2 and H2S, with 

653 low H2O. Reactions involving these CHOS components provide an explanation for the 

654 presence of transgressive carbon veins, the addition of sulfur to smelted domains and the 

655 presence of hydrocarbons in ureilites despite peak metamorphic temperatures approaching 

656 1300ºC. The CHOS components may have been released from the syn-peak melt upon 

657 decompression after a catastrophic impact. Smelting-associated annealing may have been 
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658 promoted by a high-density gas or supercritical liquid in higher-pressure domains within larger 

659 UPB fragments. Some ureilites preserve an early stage of smelting-associated annealing 

660 overprinted by fracture-associated smelting with delicate plumose reaction fronts, implying an 

661 evolution from supercritical liquid to gas, consistent with progressive decompression and 

662 cooling, or perhaps associated with sequential impacts. Rapid cooling was at least partially 

663 achieved by adiabatic cooling of the expanding gas phase. A broader implication of our 

664 findings is that if a dwarf planet starts out being volatile rich, its mantle will retain a range of 

665 volatiles, despite considerable melt extraction, unless disrupted by a catastrophic impact.

666
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832

833

834 Figure Captions
835
836 Figure 1. Non-graphite-related smelting characteristics common to most ureilites. (A-C, BSE 
837 images) These images highlight fracture-associated smelting and the typical hierarchy of 
838 greater smelting around more dominant fractures. Note also the delicate plumose smelting 
839 textures in all three images. The darker zones in olivine indicate areas of Fe depletion. (D, 
840 reflected light) A clear difference in the intensity of smelting around a metal-troilite vein (M, 
841 metal; S, sulfide) compared to a crystalline graphite grain (G). In this case, the smelting is 
842 sulfide-dominated, but this is not always so in this textural setting. 
843
844 Figure 2. The distribution sulfur in smelted regions in ureilites. (A) A Fe-S-CL map (diamonds 
845 in green) highlighting the abundant distribution of fine-grained sulfides in red in all smelted 
846 domains (Fe-depleted areas). (B, C) Mg-S maps highlighting abundant sulfide addition 
847 associated with smelting. Compare C with Figures 3B and 5. (D, reflected light) Intense 
848 sulfidation and associated porosity in NWA 3156.
849
850 Figure 3. Silicate melt textures. In (A) an association between olivine and pyroxene smelting 
851 and silicate melt formation can be seen, with widely dispersed silicate melt pockets developed 
852 within the smelted domain. Metal particles are commonly found in the silicate melt pockets. 
853 (B) Si map highlighting the production of high silica minerals/melt during smelting; compare 
854 with Figures 2C and 6. (C) Silicate melt filled microfractures cutting pyroxene with narrow Fe-
855 depleted domains at the margins. Metal-troilite melt droplets and veins are typically found 
856 within the silicate melt. (D) An example of the textures resulting from crystallisation of primary 
857 grain-boundary silicate melt, with glass + euhedral pyroxene crystals and encapsulated globular 
858 metal/troilite. (E) A Fe-Si-Mg map highlighting enstatite production associated with olivine 
859 smelting, and the subtle smelting around small fractures compared that around large.
860
861 Figure 4. Variation in silicate glass compositions in NWA 4471 compared with a vector for 
862 SiO2 addition. 
863
864 Figure 5. Examples of smelting-associated porosity in ureilites. Some ureilites have 
865 extensively developed porosity closely tied to smelted domains such as that shown in (A, 
866 reflected light), whereas others have considerably less (compare with Fig. 2D, 3A). (B, BSE) 
867 example of the close association between smelted olivine domain and micro-scale porosity. (C, 
868 transmitted light) All pyroxenes in NWA 11755 are riddled with inclusions, as shown here, 
869 with most consisting of a large void, and some containing sulfides. The olivine in this sample 
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870 lacks these inclusions, but is very coarsely annealed, which in turn is overprinted by the same 
871 intense porosity as shown in (A).
872
873 Figure 6. Different views of the two stages of smelting identified in NWA 2705. Stage 1 
874 smelting has an annealed granular texture amongst clusters of distinctive elongate 
875 diamond/lonsdaleite (a CL-bright carbon phase) in graphite (A), with metal decorating the 
876 margins of the annealed grains (B). Delicate plumose sulfide-rich smelting (B and C) 
877 characterizes the second stage of smelting, focused mainly on fractures cutting olivine. (D, 
878 cross polarized light) Olivine sub-grains generated by the smelting-associated annealing are 
879 over 200 mm across in some cases. (E, cross polarized light) An example of annealed olivine 
880 (the numerous colourful sub-grains) from a pervasively annealed fine grained ureilite, NWA 
881 5996.
882
883 Figure 7. Comparison of syn-peak metamorphic graphite with graphite + diamond in semi-
884 continuous veins cutting across poikiloblastic pyroxene. (A, reflected light) A diamond-free 
885 ureilite with minimal smelting, preserving the primary peak metamorphic association of 
886 crystalline graphite at the grain boundaries of olivine and pyroxene. Metal veins and holes 
887 formed by rusting of metal veins are also seen along grain boundaries. (B-C) An example of a 
888 transgressive carbon vein in an augite-bearing ureilite. (B, cross polarized light) shows a large 
889 primary poikilitic orthopyroxene grain (Opx) with olivine chadacrysts (Ol), with the area of 
890 (D) highlighted. (D, reflected light) shows a narrow vein of carbon entirely transgressing the 
891 orthopyroxene grain. (C) shows detail of graphite and diamond within the carbon vein, and the 
892 highly irregular nature of the vein margins, indicating a high degree of disequilibrium.
893
894 Figure 8. Redox buffer curves relevant to smelting of ureilite olivine and pyroxene 
895 compositions at 100 bar (A) and 1000 bar (B) confining pressure. FaxFsx numbers indicate the 
896 position of Ol-Px-Fe (OPI) oxygen buffer as a function of the proportions of fayalite in olivine 
897 and ferrosilite in orthopyroxene. The blue shaded region indicates the position of the OPI buffer 
898 for the natural range of pre-smelted olivine and orthopyroxene compositions in ureilites. The 
899 light blue line represents the composition of olivine and orthopyroxene observed in smelted 
900 regions: this line represents the oxidation state reached by the smelting reaction. Curves 
901 labelled XH2O indicate the position of methane-driven smelting for a CH4-H2O fluid, indicating 
902 systems with nearly pure methane, 5% H2O and 20% H2O. It should be noted that H2S has not 
903 been considered for this fluid. The CCO buffer (green line) has been plotted to show smelting 
904 without H, allowing a comparison with the oxidation state reached by graphite-driven smelting.
905
906 Figure 9.  Change in temperature of gas co-existing with silicate melt as a function of 
907 pressure decrease.
908
909 Figure 10.  Variations in the proportions of gases coexisting with basaltic silicate melt as a 
910 function of the relative pressures of H2O and CO2.
911
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Table 1. Petrographic characteristics of ureilites investigated in this study in order of increasing Fa content.
Name Silicate 

Minerals*
Smelting Carbon Veins Shock Mineral 

elongation
Annealing Characteristics

NWA 
11754

(Fa11.4), 
Aug, Opx 
Igneous 
cumulate

Weak fracture and 
grain boundary 
vein assoc. Sulfide-
rich. No graph 
assoc. smelting

65% of section is 
carbon free, remainder 
contains ~5% carbon, 
of which is 90% 
irregular transgressive 
material

Mild: undulose 
Ol, sparse 
mosaicism. 
Sparse 
microbreccias

Absent No 2/3 of the section is graphite-free, other 1/3 is has 
mod. abund. graphite. Numerous fine sulfide±metal 
filled fractures. Localised sulfide fracture arrays. 
Chromite-bearing. Sparse silicate melt in fine 
fractures with sulfides.

NWA 
7983

Ol (Fa12.0), 
Pig, Opx

Present, obscured 
by annealing

100% isolated carbon 
gains amongst fine-
grained annealed 
silicates

Polished mount 
only

N/A 100% 
annealed

Fine-grained porous ureilite. Metal/troilite 95% 
oxidised.

NWA 
4225

Ol (Fa12.7-

14.1), Pig
Strong. All olivine 
grain boundaries, 
porous. Trace 
sulfide

50% in vein-networks, 
50% as large blocks 
on grain boundaries

Low Moderate No Poikiloblastic Pig wt Ol chadacrysts. Oriented 
metal inclusions in smelted domains. 

NWA 
11202

(Fa15.0), 
Opx, Aug

Weak, fracture 
assoc., sulfide 
dominated, 
minimal graph 
assoc

40% in transgressive 
veins, 50% as large 
irregular blocks on 
grain boundaries, 10% 
coarsely crystalline 
graphite

Mild: undulose 
olivine

Weak No Lowest smelting extent seen. Plenty of sulfide in 
fine fractures. Not much metal (but plenty of 
weathering). Plenty of grain boundary graphite 
with unusually coarse diamonds. Small chrome 
spinel inclusions in silicates.

NWA 
11893

Ol (Fa16.0), 
Pig

Moderate. Graphite 
and vein associated 
sulfide + metal. 
Some assoc wt 
transgressive 
fractures. Trace 
pore-associated 
smelting

Crystalline graphite, 
30% in transgressive 
settings, 70% on grain 
boundaries

Mild: undulose 
extinction. 
Networked 
pyroxenes have 
low shock.

Moderate No Metal+sulfide commonly conjoined, suggests 
smelting above the eutectic. Plenty of poikiloblastic 
Pig with olivine chadacrysts – looks like melt 
network (20% of sample is networked pyroxene). 
Metal in grain boundary veins.

NWA 
5996

90% Ol 
(Fa18), Pig

Present, obscured 
by annealing

100% isolated carbon 
gains amongst fine-
grained annealed 
silicates

Sub-grains after 
annealing are 
unshocked

N/A 90% 
annealed

Fine-grained porous ureilite. The outlines of large, 
pre-annealing silicate grains are clearly visible. 
100% of Ol is annealed, sparsely preserved coarse 
pyroxene grains is highly porous & contains 
silicate melt patches

NWA 
3156

Ol (Fa18.4-

18.6), Pig
Intense sulfidation 100% in highly 

irregular network vein 
patches

Weak Weak to 
absent

No Extensive sulfidation of all olivine grains. Sulfide 
inclusions in graphite. Minor silicate melt veins. 
Graphite occurs in network patches of varying C 
abundance. Sulfide abundance is very different to 
Met Bull description.
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NWA 
5884

Ol (Fa20.2), 
Pig

Moderate, sulfide 
dominated

95% coarse folded 
crystalline graphite on 
grain boundaries, 5% 
transgressive graphite

Mild, undulose 
extinction, a few 
shock twinned 
grains

Absent No Good smelting of Ol only. Silicate melt in grain 
boundary veins, and in veinlets transecting 
silicates.

Watson 
018

Ol (Fa20.4), 
Pig, Opx

Strong, also 
affecting pyroxene, 
vein-associated. 
Low sulfide

30% in transgressive 
discontinuous veins, 
70% as large irregular 
blocks on grain 
boundaries

Strong shock 
twinning

Strong Subtle in 
some 
grains

Mineral elongation, cross-cut by interconnected D-
G veins. Shock twinning roughly parallel to D-G 
veins, perpendicular to mineral elongation, but 
smelting cross-cuts shock twinning as well. Both 
Ol and Px smelted. 

NWA 
12806

Ol (Fa20.9), 
Pig

Strong. Plumose 
texture widespread, 
assoc with metal 
veins, D-G veins & 
spots of pore 
clusters. Variable 
sulfide

90% in oriented 
patchy vein-networks

Weak: subtle 
undulose 
extinction

Moderate No Fresh sample. Sulfide/metal ratio variable in 
smelted domains; sometimes sulfide more 
abundant, sometimes less. Plenty of grain boundary 
metal veins with marginal smelting (variably 
plumose). 

NWA 
7630

Ol (Fa21.2), 
Pig 

Weak, porosity 
associated, minor 
sulfide

70% irregular network 
patches, 30% in 
crystalline blocks

None Absent None Sulfide in smelting. Silicate melt along grain 
boundaries containing spherical metal-sulfide 
droplets. Cracks in Ol and Px contain silicate melt.

NWA 
11755

Ol (Fa21.3), 
Pig, Opx

Smelted domains 
highly porous (see 
comment). Minor 
sulfide.

60% in veins and 
irregular patches (poor 
polish), 40% bocks on 
grain boundaries.

Primary grains 
have shock twins, 
annealed sub-
grains are 
unshocked

Strong, 
partially 
obscured 
by 
annealing

Very 
coarse 
partial 
annealing 

All pyroxene grains are full of large pores with 
silicate melt patches, some enveloping pores. 
Olivine grains are clear of inclusions. Smelting and 
porosity are strongly correlated, with plumes of 
porosity + smelting around graphite. There are 
transecting “veins” of coarse pore spaces (= 
transected inclusions) amongst smelting.

NWA 
11900

Ol (Fa22.2), 
Opx, Aug

Strong. Plenty in 
transgressive 
fractures. Minor 
pore-associated 
smelting. Sulfides 
present but 
extensive rusting.

40% in transgressive 
veins and vein-
networks, 60% in 
large blocky grains on 
grain boundaries

Mild: undulose Ol 
and Px

Mild No Lots of interconnected coarse Opx with Ol 
chadacrysts, indicating extensive melt network - 
30%. Aug coronae around a few rounded Opx 
grains.

NWA 
3140

Ol (Fa22.2), 
Pig

Moderate. Sulfide 
rich

30% in transgressive 
vein-networks, 70% as 
large irregular blocks 
on triple junctions

Mosaicism Weak Weak Weak Px annealing associated with grain-cutting 
D-G veins. Obvious fracture-associated smelting.

NWA 
2705

Ol (Fa22.3), 
Pig, Opx

Moderate. Low to 
moderate sulfide

100% in vein-network 
patches

Strong shock 
twinning

Strong Strong 
coarse 
partial 
annealing

Observed sample has no primary pyroxene. 
Smelted zones are annealed – smelting facilitated 
annealing. A second stage of unannealed smelting 
overprints.
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NWA 
4471

Ol (Fa22.4), 
Pig

Mild, low sulfide, 
silicate melt in 
smelted areas

90% in blocky chunks 
on grain boundaries, 
10% transgressive

High, mosaicism, 
some shock 
twinning

Moderate No Numerous silicate melt patches in many smelted 
domains (contain metal droplets), associated with 
grain boundaries. Well-rounded voids imply gas 
bubbles amongst silicate melt.

NWA 
5391

Ol (Fa23.8), 
Pig

Mild, moderately 
sulfide rich

100% abundant coarse 
graphite crystals on 
grain boundaries

Moderate 
mosaicism, sparse 
shock twinning

Moderate No Plenty of grain boundary silicate melt enveloping 
graphite and metal/sulfide, some transecting grains. 
Some graphite inclusions in silicates. Nanoscale 
sulfide(?) dusting around intragrain silicate melt 
patches. 

*Compositions as reported in the Meteoritical Society Bulletin.
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Figure 1. Non-graphite-related smelting characteristics common to most ureilites. (A-C, BSE images) These 
images highlight fracture-associated smelting and the typical hierarchy of greater smelting around more 

dominant fractures. Note also the delicate plumose smelting textures in all three images. The darker zones 
in olivine indicate areas of Fe depletion. (D, reflected light) A clear difference in the intensity of smelting 

around a metal-troilite vein (M, metal; S, sulfide) compared to a crystalline graphite grain (G). In this case, 
the smelting is sulfide-dominated, but this is not always so in this textural setting. 
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Figure 2. The distribution sulfur in smelted regions in ureilites. (A) A Fe-S-CL map (diamonds in green) 
highlighting the abundant distribution of fine-grained sulfides in red in all smelted domains (Fe-depleted 

areas). (B, C) Mg-S maps highlighting abundant sulfide addition associated with smelting. Compare C with 
Figures 3B and 5. (D, reflected light) Intense sulfidation and associated porosity in NWA 3156. 
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Figure 3. Silicate melt textures. In (A) an association between olivine and pyroxene smelting and silicate 
melt formation can be seen, with widely dispersed silicate melt pockets developed within the smelted 
domain. Metal particles are commonly found in the silicate melt pockets. (B) Si map highlighting the 

production of high silica minerals/melt during smelting; compare with Figures 2C and 6. (C) Silicate melt 
filled microfractures cutting pyroxene with narrow Fe-depleted domains at the margins. Metal-troilite melt 

droplets and veins are typically found within the silicate melt. (D) An example of the textures resulting from 
crystallisation of primary grain-boundary silicate melt, with glass + euhedral pyroxene crystals and 

encapsulated globular metal/troilite. (E) A Fe-Si-Mg map highlighting enstatite production associated with 
olivine smelting, and the subtle smelting around small fractures compared that around large. 
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Figure 4. Variation in silicate glass compositions in NWA 4471 compared with a vector for SiO2 addition. 
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Figure 5. Examples of smelting-associated porosity in ureilites. Some ureilites have extensively developed 
porosity closely tied to smelted domains such as that shown in (A, reflected light), whereas others have 

considerably less (compare with Fig. 2D, 3A). (B, BSE) example of the close association between smelted 
olivine domain and micro-scale porosity. (C, transmitted light) All pyroxenes in NWA 11755 are riddled with 
inclusions, as shown here, with most consisting of a large void, and some containing sulfides. The olivine in 
this sample lacks these inclusions, but is very coarsely annealed, which in turn is overprinted by the same 

intense porosity as shown in (A). 
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Figure 6. Different views of the two stages of smelting identified in NWA 2705. Stage 1 smelting has an 
annealed granular texture amongst clusters of distinctive elongate diamond/lonsdaleite (a CL-bright carbon 

phase) in graphite (A), with metal decorating the margins of the annealed grains (B). Delicate plumose 
sulfide-rich smelting (B and C) characterizes the second stage of smelting, focused mainly on fractures 

cutting olivine. (D, cross polarized light) Olivine sub-grains generated by the smelting-associated annealing 
are over 200 mm across in some cases. (E, cross polarized light) An example of annealed olivine (the 

numerous colourful sub-grains) from a pervasively annealed fine grained ureilite, NWA 5996. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of syn-peak metamorphic graphite with graphite + diamond in semi-continuous veins 
cutting across poikiloblastic pyroxene. (A, reflected light) A diamond-free ureilite with minimal smelting, 
preserving the primary peak metamorphic association of crystalline graphite at the grain boundaries of 
olivine and pyroxene. Metal veins and holes formed by rusting of metal veins are also seen along grain 
boundaries.¬ (B-C) An example of a transgressive carbon vein in an augite-bearing ureilite. (B, cross 

polarized light) shows a large primary poikilitic orthopyroxene grain (Opx) with olivine chadacrysts (Ol), with 
the area of (D) highlighted. (D, reflected light) shows a narrow vein of carbon entirely transgressing the 
orthopyroxene grain. (C) shows detail of graphite and diamond within the carbon vein, and the highly 

irregular nature of the vein margins, indicating a high degree of disequilibrium. 
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Figure 8. Redox buffer curves relevant to smelting of ureilite olivine and pyroxene compositions at 100 bar 
(A) and 1000 bar (B) confining pressure. FaxFsx numbers indicate the position of Ol-Px-Fe (OPI) oxygen 

buffer as a function of the proportions of fayalite in olivine and ferrosilite in orthopyroxene. The blue shaded 
region indicates the position of the OPI buffer for the natural range of pre-smelted olivine and 

orthopyroxene compositions in ureilites. The light blue line represents the composition of olivine and 
orthopyroxene observed in smelted regions: this line represents the oxidation state reached by the smelting 

reaction. Curves labelled XH2O indicate the position of methane-driven smelting for a CH4-H2O fluid, 
indicating systems with nearly pure methane, 5% H2O and 20% H2O. It should be noted that H2S has not 
been considered for this fluid. The CCO buffer (green line) has been plotted to show smelting without H, 

allowing a comparison with the oxidation state reached by graphite-driven smelting. 
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Figure 9.  Change in temperature of gas co-existing with silicate melt as a function of pressure decrease. 
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Figure 10.  Variations in the proportions of gases coexisting with basaltic silicate melt as a function of the 
relative pressures of H2O and CO2. 
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